Honeywell Microbolometer Patent Portfolio Analysis

Description: Will Honeywell continue to lead the Microbolometer patent landscape with the evolution of a new consumer market?

Key Features of the Report:

The report provides essential patent data for Honeywell Microbolometer patent portfolio including:
- Time evolution of patent publications and countries of patent filings
- Current legal status of patents
- Citation network, IP collaboration and competitive networks
- Key patents
- Patents recently expired
- Granted patents near expiration

The report also provides an extensive Excel database with all patents analyzed in the study.

Objective of the Report:

- Understand Honeywell IP strategy in the microbolometer technology
- Understand the IP Environment if Honeywell microbolometer portfolio
- Classify the patents of Honeywell by their technical issue as well as their IP Blocking potential for other IP players
- Identify key patents
- Identify recently expired patents and granted patents near expiration

Contents:
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- Search Strategy
- Technology Overview
- Uncooled Thermal Detector Market Forecast
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- Time Evolution of Patent Publications
- Priority Countries
- Timeline of Countries of Filings
- Mapping of Patent Publications
- Current Legal Status of Patents in the Portfolio
- Mapping of Granted Patents & Pending Applications
- Size of Patent Families
- Number of Total Claims – US Patents
- Main IP Representatives
- Technical Issues
- Main IPC Classes – Honeywell Microbolometer Portfolio
- Main IPC Timeline Evolution
- Main Inventor Collaborations
- Timeline of the Contribution of Main Inventors
- IP Blocking Potential of Most Cited Patent Families
- Citation Network
- Forward Citations Timeline
- Competitive IP Environment
- IP Collaboration Network
- Microbolometer Actors and Material
- Patent Litigation
- Patents Recently Expired (2014-2015)
- Patents Expiring between 2016 & 2018
- Key Patents
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